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Game Description
We are aiming for a 3D Multiplayer Game with some Horror-survival game elements.

Our character John C. , who does not know that he is Slender Man, is a normal person/
human in the daytime. He is lonely and has no family, but loves and wishes to have
children. Owing to some kind of curse that sticks to him, he turns into Slender Man at
nighttime. In the wake of that, all his buried emotions accumulated during the daytime
come to the light and manifests itself as pure jealousy of happy families with their children.
So at twilight, John becomes a Slender Man that breaks into facilities and houses to kidnap
children from their families.

Upon kidnapping, Slender Man gets more power and abilities. As more kidnappings
happen, the city becomes more alarmed and the nighttime gets progressively more
difficult. Slender Man has to become more creative and attentive.

Gameplay
The game is planned as a 1vs1 multiplayer match, where one player (referred to as Player
A) takes the role of Slender Man and the other the role of the security (referred to as Player
B). The goal of the Slender Man is to ruin as many families as possible living within the city,
which the security has to prevent.

The game loop consists of a day-night cycle and lasts five days. Our game starts at daytime,
where both of the players have an initial amount of money.

During the day, both players can move around the city, scout the surroundings, upgrade
their abilities and purchase helpful items with their earned money during the night shift.
Additionally Player A has to find a target, which he is going to attack at night and Player B
has to dispatch guards to different houses to keep them safe.

During the night the attack happens. Player A, now in the form of Slender Man, has to
infiltrate the home of the selected target and sneak his way into the child's bedroom to
turn them into a Teddy Bear (inspired by Fallout 4, where all bodies of children are
represented by a Teddy Bear, see Figure 1), put them into his backpack and leave with it.

Slender Man can use the surroundings, level architecture, items and skills to his advantage
to fulfil his objective unnoticed and within the time limit. He is unarmed and unable to fight
multiple armed guards, luckily the evil powers granted him abilities that ease his task, but
they have to be trained. Some houses may have additional protection against intruders, for
which the player has to solve a puzzle (maybe puzzles like those in Watch Dogs/Among us).
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Figure 1: Fallout 4, where bodies of adults are realistic, but those of children are
represented by Teddy bears. *

Player B has the task to prevent Slender Man from reaching the child. He has the power of
every guard that he dispatched to this house during the day and knows the architecture of
the level. By looking through the cameras on their head, he can see everything that every
guard sees. He can also take direct control over any guard and use their equipment and
abilities. Otherwise, the guards are controlled by a simple AI that patrols the area.

After Player A has been spotted, Player B has the right and authority to call in
reinforcements. The guard AI will change from patrolling to actively searching for Slender
Man. In case of a problem, the player-controlled guard may wake the child up to get them
to safety. However, this is a risky approach, because the child can be very tired and not
able to walk all the way to the safe zone, or he may even refuse to listen and run away from
the guard.

* https://www.pinterest.com/pin/550354016965643636/
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Figure 2: Flow chart of the game

Player A: Slender Man
Has certain health and ability cooldowns. Can be killed by guards during a night mission.
Gains experience with each completed level, can steal items from houses to sell them.

Abilities:

- Temporary invisibility to human eye
- Body metamorphosis to fit into small spaces (like vents or hiding spots)
- Sprouting of evil tentacles to create diversions, deal damage or destroy some

environmental hindrances
- Fear: temporarily freeze guards
- Marking useful objects during daytime that will be used as a wayfinding clue at

nighttime (like doors, windows, which would be pointed at by a small arrow)

Equipment:

- Lockpicks to unlock doors
- Screwdriver to destroy electric obstacles (cameras, laser grid, alarm system etc. )
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Player B: Security Guard
Has guards and modern equipment at his disposal. Gains experience and money with each
completed level.

Equipment:

- Portable cameras (with limited battery life) that see through invisibility
- Stationary cameras that can trigger an alarm upon seeing Slender Man
- Weapons of all kinds (knife, crossbow, etc.)
- Traps (banana skin, tripwire, fake cameras that explode (stun/ damage) etc.)
- Masterkeys to enter locked rooms (and lock them)

Abilities:

- Switch between Guards
- See through every Guards’ eyes
- Detailed map and awareness over the city

Winning Conditions
Player A wins: Player A successfully kidnapped a child and gets one point.

Player B wins: Player B manages to prevent the kidnapping and gets one point.

Draw: Neither Player wins a point, if Player A turned the child into a Teddy bear but failed
to escape.

After the final night mission, the player that collected the most points wins the game.

Figure 3: Early thoughts, sketch on controlling Slender Man to sneak into protected houses
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Figure 4: Early thoughts, sketch on the ambience of the game

Artistic Style

Cartoonish
Our very first ideas were to just make a reverse-horror game, i.e. the Slender Man should
still look like that in Slender: The Arrival. But as our discussion moves on, we decided to
make the game brighter and more cartoonish (in the style of Fall Guys).

Reference pictures:

Figure 5: Game picture captured in Slender: The Arrival *
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Figure 6: A set of character models based on Fall Guys **

Preliminary Character Design

Figure 7: Character design inspired by Fall Guys and Squid Game

* https://www.altpress.com/features/best-horror-video-games/

** https://sketchfab.com/3d-models/fall-guys-animated-lowpoly-characters-28211b7f32114

c85b9b011fdf16f15b6
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“Big Idea” Bullseye

Technical Achievement:

Multiplayer with Increasing Difficulty

Core Idea: (Reverse Horror)

Stealth Game as Slender Man

Technical Achievements and Challenges

Challenges
Horror Shader: Glitch, Light effects

Slender Man: Balancing abilities

Security Guard and AI: Balancing abilities, amount of guards AI

Local Multiplayer or Online Multiplayer: Network, server
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Targets

Functional Minimum:

- First/Third person camera controller

- Basic guard AI (Patrol when Slender Man is not detected, search and attack when
Slender Man is spotted)

- End goal (eg. childrens’ bedroom)

- One level with end goal

- Ability (eg. freeze guard)

Low Targets:

- Further abilities

- Horror sound effects

- Horror shaders

- Story/Lore

- One complex level

- Different guard mechanics

- Multiplayer setup: second player can control all guards and switch between them

Desirable Targets

- Leveling system

- Multiple levels

- Day/Night cycle

- Polished models and animation

- Time limit

- Inventory for stolen items (items can be used in levels, e.g. a breakable can be used
to distract guards)
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High Targets

- Larger open world & Procedural level generation

- Player matching

Extras

- Shortcuts/fast travel

- Dialog to persuade children

- Adaptable AI

- Puzzle game to break into houses

- Quests: Completion will grant you additional experience

Expected progress
- In Interim Demo: Functional Minimum & Low Targets
- In Alpha & Playtesting: Desirable Targets & some High Targets
- In Final Release: Polished Desirable Targets & some High Targets
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Timeline and Task Division
According to the Milestones, we have divided our project into 6 phases: Game Idea Pitch,
Prototype, Interim Demo, Alpha Release, Playtesting and Final Release. Within each phase,
we set up small goals as the instruction of our action. Changes may occur if there are
modifications of game ideas or any problems.

Figure 8: Gantt chart of the project
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Milestones
In the following tables:

Minnie = Min Ting Luong, Alex = Oleksandr Golovnya, Shawn = Yinfeng Yu

I. Game Idea

Task Assigned to Actual hours

Game Idea formation All 8

Project document & presentation All 10

II. Game Prototype

Task Description Assigned to Planned
hours

Actual
hours

Physical prototype Get materials and
craft

All 8

Project document &
presentation

All 6

III. Interim Demo

Task Description Assigned to Planned
hours

Actual
hours

First/Third person
camera controller

Implement a valid
character controller

Shawn,
Minnie

3

Basic guard AI Patrolling,
Searching and
Detection

Alex, Minnie 5

One level with end
goal

Basic scene with
hiding spots

Alex 2
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Abilities of Slender
Man

Invisibility, getting
bigger/smaller,
tentacles, fear

Alex 15

Abilities of Security Control guards,
switching, minimap

Alex, Shawn,
Minnie

15

Story/Lore Background story,
Task explanation,
Text

Minnie 20

Multiplayer setup
(local)

Connecting two
players and
playability

Shawn 50

Basic UI design and
implementation

Shawn 4

Sound effects
collection

Minnie 3

Sound effects
implementation

Minnie 8

Cute horror shaders Minnie 15

IV. Alpha Release

Task Description Assigned to Planned
hours

Actual
hours

Leveling system XP, reward system,
leveling

Alex 3

Multiple levels More than one
different layout

Alex 12

Day/Night cycle Game loop Minnie, Alex 15

Time limit Prevent endless
games

Minnie, Alex 6

Inventory for stolen
items

Collectables, Money Minnie, Alex 10
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Multiplayer setup
(remote)

Connecting two
players in distance

Shawn, Alex 30

Better UI Shawn 6

Basic models Shawn 10

V. Playtesting

Task Description Assigned to Planned
hours

Actual
hours

Larger open world &
Procedural level
generation

Different layouts
with randomized
placements of
doors/ furniture

Shawn 30

Adaptable AI NPC reacts
according to the
player’s historic
behaviour

TBD TBD

Playtesting Survey Create a survey Minnie 5

Playtesting Find testers & let
them play the game

All 2

Bug fixing Go through the
feedback & see if
there are any bugs
to fix

All 10

Evaluation of
feedback

Go through the
feedback &
summarise the key
points

All 2

Implement feedback Go through the
feedback & see if we
can implement
some suggestions

All 5

Project document &
presentation

All 15
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VI. Final Release

Task Description Assigned to Planned
hours

Actual
hours

Polished models
and animation

Shawn 30

Bug fixing All 30

Trailer All 10

Project
documentation &
presentation

All 15

Assessment

Why is our game cool?
Different Perspective

As every story tells, evil creatures always stand on our opposite sides. Our game gives the
players the opportunity to act on behalf of the evil Slender Man, to attack children and
escape from security guards.

Competitive & Challenging

Nowadays we have very sophisticated artificial intelligence but it can still be stupid when
facing real people. In our game, we enable a multiplayer mechanic so that players compete
with each other, yielding more challenging situations for the players to handle.

Exploration and Sense of Achievement

Players have to make their own plans to prepare for the upcoming game by exploring the
scene. In this way, players would feel prouder when they beat the other. Also, our leveling
system can give players the opportunity to experience different skills and a great,
fast-feedback sense of achievement.

Social Interaction

Here you can play with your friend! Nothing better than sharing happiness with your folks.
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Who might want to play this game?
People that enjoy competitive games, as well as casual players should like the experience
of playing against a stranger or a friend. Each game feels different, as both players discover
more possibilities and adapt to their opponents playstyle.

What virtual world should the game simulate?
The virtual world where the game takes place is a small city. It is close to the real world in
terms of technology, but also has a magic side in the form of slenderman’s powers.

What criteria should be used to judge whether your design is a success or not?
If the player wants to play a rematch, or search for a new opponent, then the multiplayer
experience was successful. Ideally a player wants to experience the playstyle of both sides
and improve their strategy.


